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this Act.
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S.I. 1979/1573
(N.I. 12).
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1959 c. 25 (N.I.).
1961 c. 42.
1981 c. 20.
1993 c. 8.







1. The incompatibility of Power to Safeguard Freedom
2. Rights under Interpretation
3. Respect for Spiritual and Temporal freedoms
4. Question any opinion that may subordinate
5. the respect a person is entitled to at any time
6. act differently or in a way so as to give any person who would be a 

victim a place
7. regard any rule brought against a person for the purposes of force, unlawful
8. any decision that damages the principles of Human Rights damages 

the public faith
9. peace has expired it appears incompatible with an obligation to 

subordinate – removed, quashed, declared invalid
10. A person’s reliance on Convention is made compelling as to restrain 

freedom and privacy
11. Derogations derogation Derogation derogation derogation 

derogation derogation …
12. Derogation has the power to force review
13. Human respect
14. to the effect that the government wishes the annulment of this 

Act without charge
15. public personal private the control machinery
16. order, rules, regulation to suffer, this act binds
17. Force Discipline extends
18. Everyone deprived in order to perform work service obligations
19. Liberty deprived for the purpose of prevention of the spreading of infectious

un rest this democratic society guilty
20. Language has sufficient means to exercise limitations of the rights and 

freedoms of others
21. Freedom of expression subject to restriction in a democratic society 

freedom of assembly and freedom of association restriction placed in a 
democratic society police State. Sex, race, colour, language, religion, political 
or other opinion Contracting

22. The destruction of rights and freedoms and peaceful enjoyment the right to 
education religious and philosophical convictions. Hold free free expression 
of opinion abolished

23. the threat of war the proposed order changes.
24. order ceases to have effect dissolved
25. A violation in respect Following the over-riding need to bring terrorists to 

justice. Statepowers instituted. Obligations imposed until further notice.
26. Terror Terror Terror Terror Terror terror Terror Terror Terror Terror 

terror terror
27. Education and the avoidance of reasonable public expenditure. Order pensions

payable secure entitlements to benefits respect for any person who would 
otherwise be determined other

28. Otherwise
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